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Abstract
The use of cloud computing has increased rapidly in many 
organizations. Cloud computing provides many benefits in 
terms of low cost and accessibility of data. Ensuring the security 
of cloud computing is a major factor in the cloud computing 
environment, as users often store sensitive information with cloud 
storage providers but these providers may be untrusted. Dealing 
with “single cloud” providers is predicted to become less popular 
with customers due to risks of service availability failure and the 
possibility of malicious insiders in the single cloud. A movement 
towards “multi-clouds”, or in other words, “interclouds” or “cloud-
of-clouds” has emerged recently.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing is the use of computing resources (hardware and 
software) that are delivered as a service over a network (typically 
the Internet).

Fig. 1:

According to NIST the cloud computing model consists of five 
characteristics, three delivery models, and four deployment 
models. The five key characteristics of cloud computing are: 
location-independent resource pooling, on-demand self-service, 
rapid elasticity, broad network access, and measured service. 
These five characteristics represent the first layer in the cloud 
environment architecture. 
The three key cloud delivery models are infrastructure as a service 
(IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service 
(SaaS). In IaaS, the user can benefit from networking infrastructure 
facilities, data storage and computing services. In other words, 
it is the delivery of computer infrastructure as a service. An 
example of IaaS is the Amazon web service. In PaaS, the user 
runs custom applications using the service provider’s resources. It 

is the delivery of a computing platform and solution as a service. 
An example of PaaS is GoogleApps. Running software on the 
provider’s infrastructure and providing licensed applications to 
users to use services is known as SaaS. An example of SaaS is 
the Salesforce.com CRM application. This model represents the 
second layer in the cloud environment architecture. 
Cloud deployment models include public, private, community, and 
hybrid clouds. A cloud environment that is accessible for multi-
tenants and is available to the public is called a public cloud. A 
private cloud is available for a particular group, while a community 
cloud is modified for a specific group of customers. Hybrid cloud 
infrastructure is a composition of two or more clouds (private, 
community, or public cloud) . This model represents the third layer 
in the cloud environment architecture. We present two types of 
cloud infrastructure only, namely private and public clouds. The 
infrastructure that is owned and managed by users is in the private 
cloud. Data that is accessed and controlled by trusted users is in 
a safe and secure private cloud, whereas the infrastructure that 
is managed and controlled by the cloud service provider is in a 
public cloud. In particular, this data is out of the user’s control, 
and is managed and shared with unsafe and untrusted servers.
The use of cloud computing has increased rapidly in many 
organizations. Cloud computing provides many benefits in 
terms of low cost and accessibility of data. Ensuring the security 
of cloud computing is a major factor in the cloud computing 
environment, as users often store sensitive information with cloud 
storage providers but these providers may be untrusted. Dealing 
with “single cloud” providers is predicted to become less popular 
with customers due to risks of service availability failure and the 
possibility of malicious insiders in the single cloud. A movement 
towards “multi-clouds”, or in other words, “interclouds” or “cloud-
of-clouds” has emerged recently.

II. Related Work 

A. Security Risks in Cloud Computing
Although cloud service providers can offer benefits to users, 
security risks play a major role in the cloud computing environment. 
Protecting private and important information such as credit card 
details or patients’ medical records from attackers or malicious 
insiders is of critical importance. The three security factors that 
particularly affect single clouds are data integrity, data intrusion, 
and service availability.

1. Data Integrity
The data stored in the cloud may suffer from damage during 
transition operations from or to the cloud storage provider.

2. Data Intrusion
By hacking the password the intruders can gain access to an 
account and erase or modify all information inside any virtual 
machine instance.
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3. Service Availability
The user’s web service may terminate for any reason at any time 
if any user’s files break the cloud storage policy. If a delay affects 
payments from users for cloud storage, the users may not be able 
to access their data. Due to a system administrator error, 45% of 
stored client data was lost.
Recently, A movement towards “multi-clouds”, or in other words, 
“interclouds” or “cloud-of-clouds” has emerged to ensure the 
security of the user’s data. The term “multi-clouds” is similar to 
the terms “interclouds” or “cloud-of-clouds” that were introduced 
by Vukolic. Multi-cloud environment controls several clouds and 
avoids dependency on any one individual cloud.

Fig. 2:

In cloud computing, any faults in software or hardware are known 
as Byzantine faults that usually relate to inappropriate behaviour 
and intrusion tolerance. It also includes arbitrary and crash faults. 
Byzantine protocols are introduced to solve the security risks 
in single cloud but it suffers from the limitations of practical 
adoption and remains peripheral in distributed systems. Reasons 
that reduce the adoption of BFT are, for example, difficulties in 
design, implementation, or understanding of BFT protocols. 
HAIL (High-Availability and Integrity Layer), a distributed 
cryptographic system that permits a set of servers to prove to a client 
that a stored file is intact and retrievable. HAIL cryptographically 
verifies and reactively reallocates file shares. But HAIL aims to 
protect integrity, rather than secrecy. In HAIL, a client distributes 
a file F with redundancy across n servers and keeps some small 
(constant) state locally. the client that owns F performs a number 
of checks to assess the integrity of F in the system. If corruptions 
are detected on some servers, then F can be reconstituted from 
redundancy in intact servers and known faulty servers replaced. 
Such periodic integrity checks and remediation are an essential 
part of guaranteeing data availability. Although cloud service 
providers can offer benefits to users, security risks play a major 
role in the cloud computing environment. Users of online data 
sharing or network facilities are aware of the potential loss of 
privacy [12]. According to these recent IDC survey [16], the top 

dare for 74% of CIOs in relation to cloud computing is security. 
Protecting private and importance information such as credit card 
details or patients’ medical records from attackers or malicious 
insiders is of critical importance [34].

Fig. 3:

Moving into databases to a large data centre involves many security 
challenges such as virtualization vulnerability, accessibility 
vulnerability, privacy and control issues related to data accessed 
from a third party, integrity, confidentiality, and data loss or theft. 
It present some fundamental security challenges, which are data 
storage security, application security, data transmission security, 
and security related to third-party resources. In different cloud 
service models, the amost security responsibility between users 
and providers is different. According to Amazon, their EC2 
addresses security control in relation to physical, environmental, 
and virtualization security, whereas, the users remain responsible 
for addressing security control of the IT system including the 
operating systems, applications and data. According to Tabakiet 
al. , the route the responsibility for privacy and security in a cloud 
computing environment is shared between consumers and cloud 
service providers differs between delivery models. In SaaS, cloud 
providers are more responsible
for the security and privacy of application services than the users. 
This responsibility is more relevant to the
Public than the private cloud environment because the clients 
need more strict security requirements in the
Public cloud. In PaaS, users are responsible for taking care of the 
applications that they build and run on the platform, while cloud 
providers are responsible for protecting one user’s applications 
from others. In IaaS, users are responsible for protecting operating 
systems and applications, whereas cloud providers must provide 
protection for the users’ data.

III. Proposed System

A. DepSky System: Multi-Clouds Model
Bessani et al. present a virtual storage cloud system called DepSky 
which consists of a combination of different clouds to build a 
cloud-of-clouds. The DepSky system addresses the availability 
and the confidentiality of data in their storage system by using 
multi-cloud providers, combining Byzantine quorum system 
protocols, cryptographic secret sharing and erasure codes.

B. DepSky Architecture
The DepSky architecture consists of four clouds and each cloud 
uses its own particular interface. The DepSky algorithm exists in 
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the clients’ machines as a software library to communicate with 
each cloud (Figure 2). These four clouds are storage clouds, so 
there are no codes to be executed. The DepSky library permits 
reading and writing operations with the storage clouds. 

C. DepSky Data model
As the DepSky system deals with different cloud providers, the 
DepSky library deals with different cloud interface providers 
and consequently, the data format is accepted by each cloud. 
The DepSky data model consists of three abstraction levels: 
the conceptual data unit, a generic data unit, and the data unit 
implementation. 

D. DepSKy System model
The DepSky system model contains three parts: readers, writers, 
and four cloud storage providers, where readers and writers are 
the client’s tasks. Bessani et al. explain the difference between 
readers and writers for cloud storage. Readers can fail capriciously 
(for example, they can fail by rolling, they can fail from time to 
time and then display any behavior) whereas, writers only fail 
by crashing. 

Cloud Storage Providers in the DepSky System Model 
The Byzantine protocols involve a set of storage clouds (n) where 
n = 3 f +1, and f is maximum number of clouds which could be 
faulty. In addition, any subset of (n – f) storage cloud creates 
byzantine quorum protocols.

Shamir’s secret-sharing scheme

Mathematical definition
Formally, our goal is to divide some data  (e.g., the safe 
combination) into  pieces  in such a way that:

Knowledge of any •  or more  pieces makes  easily 
computable.
Knowledge of any •  or fewer  pieces leaves 

 completely undetermined (in the sense that all its possible 
values are equally likely).

This scheme is called  threshold scheme. If  then all 
participants are required to reconstruct the secret.
One can draw an infinite number of polynomials of degree 2 through 
2 points. 3 points are required to define a unique polynomial of 
degree 2. This image is for illustration purposes only — Shamir’s 
scheme uses polynomials over a finite field, not representable on 
a 2-dimensional plane.
The essential idea of Adi Shamir’s threshold scheme is that 
2 points are sufficient to define a line, 3 points are sufficient to 
define a parabola, 4 points to define a cubic curve and so forth. That 
is, it takes  points to define a polynomial of degree .
Suppose we want to use a  threshold scheme to share our 
secret , without loss of generality assumed to be an element in 
a finite field .
Choose at random  coefficients  in 

,  and le t  .  Bui ld  the  polynomial

. Let us construct any  points out of it, for instance set 
 to retrieve . Every participant is given a 

point (a pair of input to the polynomial and output). Given any 
subset of  of these pairs, we can find the coefficients of the 
polynomial using interpolation and the secret is the constant term 

.

Example
The following example illustrates the basic idea. Note, however, 
that calculations in the example are done using integer arithmetic 
rather than using finite field arithmetic. Therefore the example 
below does not provide perfect secrecy, and is not a true example 
of Shamir’s scheme.

Preparation
Suppose that our secret is 1234 .
We wish to divide the secret into 6 parts , where any subset 
of 3 parts  is sufficient to reconstruct the secret. At random 
we obtain 2 numbers (k-1 Random Number): 166, 94.

Our polynomial to produce secret shares (points) is therefore:

We construct 6 points from the polynomial:

We give each participant a different single point (both  and 
).

Reconstruction
In order to reconstruct the secret any 3 points will be enough. Let 
us consider .
We will compute Lagrange basis polynomials:

Therefore

Recall that the secret is the free coefficient, which means that 
, and we are done.

IV. Conclusion
It is clear that although the use of cloud computing has rapidly 
increased, cloud computing security is still considered the major 
issue in the cloud computing environment. Customers do not want 
to lose their private information as a result of malicious insiders in 
the cloud. In addition, the loss of service availability has caused 
many problems for a large number of customers recently. Further 
more, data intrusion leads to many problems for the users of 
cloud computing. The purpose of this work is to survey the recent 
research on single clouds and multi-clouds to address the security 
risks and solutions. We have found that much research has been 
done to ensure the security of the single cloud and cloud storage 
whereas multiclouds have received less attention in the area of 
security. We support the migration to multi-clouds due to its ability 
to decrease security risks that affect the cloud computing user.
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